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A STRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE PUSCH RIDGE-ROMERO 
CANYON AREA, SANTA CATALINA MOUNTAINS

ARIZONA

by

Edgar. J. McCullough, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The intersection of north-trending fractures with the Texas 

Lineament has provided a pathway for heat and possibly material ingress 

into basement rocks. The basement rocks rose as a series of lobes to 

different levels within the crust to produce the Tortolita-Santa Catalina- 

Rincon domal complex.

Deep within the lobes the higher temperatures allowed greater 

recrystallization to develop the Catalina Granite. The surficial rocks 

were less strongly recrystallized and failed by shear to form the Cata

lina Gneiss. Emplacement of the lobes was at different rates and part 

of the cover was deformed so that it now exists as a teardrop syncline.

The fracturing that accompanied the solid stage reflects the 

local lobes and the overall domal pattern of the region. Geochemical 

dating indicates that the doming did not take place much after lower



Miocene and fossil evidence from sediments within the granite indicates 

it did not begin before upper Paleozoic times.
. a . - : - :
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INTRODUCTION

Location

The Santa Catalina Mountains appear to be part of a domal 

complex that borders the Tucson Basin to the north and east (Fig. 1).

The Tortolita Mountains, the Rincon Mountains, Tanque Verde Ridge, 

and Agua Caliente Hills comprise the remaining portions. The rocks 

in the northeastern portions dip to the northeast and those to the south 

dip generally to the south giving the complex the appearance of possess

ing a simple domal pattern. Detailed studies indicate that the vertical 

movement took place at different rates in various parts of the complex 

producing local lobes within the major dome.

On the western flank of the Santa.Catalina Mountains two of 

these lobes are exposed in an area extending from Alamo Canyon on the 

south to Nicholas Wash to the north and east to Pusch and Samaniego 

Ridges (PL I).

Setting

The mere mention of a large asymmetric fold (Fig. 2) developed 

in Pusch Ridge in the vicinity of Alamo and Romero Canyons and of meta- 

morphic remnants in a Precambrian granite just north of Cargadero

/
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FIGURE I Index map showing location of area of present study.



FIGURE 2

Panoramic view of the western side of

the Santa Catalina Mountains
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Canyon as part of a reconnaissance study of the Tucson Quadrangle 

(Moore, et a l., 1949) represents the only published information on the 

southwestern flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains. .

The area several miles to the north has been studied by Wallace 

(1954), Banerjee (1957), Jinks (1961), and Erickson (1962), the area im

mediately to the east by F. Peirce (1958) and Pilkington (1962), and that 

to the northeast by Raabe (1959). The work of several of these writers 

was summarized by DuBois (1958) as a part of a study of the lineation 

pattern and metamorphic history of the Santa Catalinas. The general 

picture of a domal pattern was firs t suggested by Moore, et al. (1949) 

and later expanded by Raabe (1959) and Pilkington (1962). Pilkington 

(1962) has summarized quite thoroughly previous work in the Santa 

Catalina Mountains.

Field Methods

The granitic rocks that appear to be intrusive in the sense that 

they were at one time molten were mapped using the Cloos system of 

granite tectonics (Balk, 1937). These rocks in themselves could be the 

objective of a rather intensive investigation and only the most obvious 

features were noted in this study.

Modifications of the Cloos system were adopted to deal with 

granitic rocks that may have behaved plastically rather than as a fluid. 

Rocks of metamorphic origin were checked for foliation and where noted,
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the attitudes were mapped. : Because of the large number of fracture 

directions only the major fracture pattern has been emphasized.

The original mapping was started on the 30-minute 1902 Tucson 

Quadrangle. The release of the preliminary 15-minute .Mount Lemmon 

sheet over a year later made it obvious that field locations were poor in 

the first work and it became necessary to remap several portions. The 

release of the map in its final form aided greatly in field locations. It 

was found, however, that the accuracy of field locations was still not 

good enough and thereafter they were made on known ridges and in known 

streams using an U. S. Air Force altimeter. The fieldwork was started 

in the spring of 1958 and approximately 14 months have been spent in 

the field.

Objectives

Unfortunately, this area is not a complete structural entity but 

is part of a much larger structure.that is not as yet understood. The 

objectives of this study were (1) to establish the structural pattern in 

the area extending from Alamo Canyon to just north of Cargadero Can

yon and from the alluvium on the west to Samaniego Ridge on the east; 

(2) to establish the relation between the granitic gneisses-gneissic 

granites south of Cargadero Canyon and the granites outcropping to the 

north; and (3) to interpret the emplacement of these rocks in light of the

structural evidence
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THE ROCKS

General Statement

The rocks of the area are assigned entirely to the metamorphic 

and igneous classes, although some disagreement exists as to what per

centages should be assigned to each class. Moore, et al„ (1949) con

sidered the rocks to be entirely Precambrian in age with the rocks 

north of Cargadero Canyon being predominantly igneous and those south 

being composed of metamorphosed igneous and/or metamorphosed sedi

mentary rocks.

Results of the present study indicate that the last structural 

event was, at the earliest, late Paleozoic but might be as late as upper 

Oligocene or early Miocene. The majority of the rocks would have to 

be assigned to a metamorphic origin although a few are definitely igneous.

Granitic Rocks

Catalina Granite

The name Samaniego Granite was applied by Wallace (1954) to 

rocks cropping out a few miles south of the Mogul fault. Wallace mega- 

scopically distinguished this granite from the Oracle Granite on the basis

7
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that the Samaniego "appears significantly coarser-grained, lighter grey

ish in color, is less weathered, and contains distinctly larger pink feld

spar porphyroblasts." Microscopically he found that the plagioclase in 

the,Samaniego Granite is more abundant in relation to microcline, the 

plagioclase is more calcic, and that hornblende and biotite are found in 

the Samaniego Granite while only biotite is found in the Oracle Granite.

The relationship with the overlying Scanlan Conglomerate of 

the Apache Group from one outcrop was interpreted by Wallace as dep- 

ositional, hence a tentative age. of early Precambrian was assigned to 

the Samaniego Granite. Erickson (1962) has interpreted the Pinal- 

Samaniego contact as "a classic intrusive one, " and assigns a Tertiary 

age to the granite. Erickson also describes another quartz monzonite 

that is in depositional contact with the Scanlan Conglomerate. This may 

be the same outcrop discussed by Wallace and which he calls Samaniego. 

The information from these papers indicates a post-Pinal age for the 

Samaniego Granite.

Moore, et al. (1949) and Peirce (1958) have mapped a granite 

west and north of Mount Lemmon which they have named Catalina Gran

ite. This unit sends out dikes and apophyses that intrude the post- 

Cretaceous Leatherwood quartz diorite (DuBois, 1959). The granite 

mapped as Catalina Granite appears to be continuous with the Samaniego 

Granite of Wallace.

Because of prior usage by Moore, et al. (1949), precedence
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will be given in this paper to the name Catalina Granite for those rocks 

originally termed Samaniego Granite by Wallace.

In the area under study the Catalina Granite is by far the dom

inant rock type north of Cargadero Canyon and west of Samaniego Ridge. 

Its contacts with rocks to the south and southeast are gradational. The 

western border is the southern extension of the Pirate fault. To the 

east these rocks are continuous with the Catalina Granite of Moore, et 

al. (1949) and Peirce (1958).

Megascopically the Catalina Granite appears to be a coarse

grained, light-colored quartz monzonite porphyry. The quartz appears 

as anhedral, transparent to smoky grains ranging up to 5 mm in diam

eter. The potash feldspar occurs as subhedral to anhedr al flesh-colored 

grains with a perthitic texture. This mineral ranges up to 40 mm in 

length with an average length around 20 mm and forms the phenocrysts. 

Carlsbad twinning is readily observed on many crystals. The white 

plagioclase occurs as subhedral to anhedr al patches and appears to be 

equal in quantity or somewhat in excess of the potash feldspar. Many 

of the surfaces when studied with a hand lens show fine striations due 

to poly synthetic twinning. Biotite is present as shiny black flakes with 

a rather irregular outline. The books have an average length of around 

5 mm. Minor hornblende was noted. Sphene in many areas will com

prise up to 5 percent of the rock and occurs as euhedral yellow-brown 

crystals up to 2 mm in length.
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: Microscopically the Catalina Granite is a quartz monzonite 

porphyry. The quartz occurs as anhedral grains that are sometimes 

fractured and show undulatory extinction. Orthoclase exists as anhedral 

to subhedral grains largely comprising the phenocryst portion of the 

rock. They are generally untwinned, perthitic, and contain blebs of 

quartz. Plagioclase of composition An^ 5 (the method of Michel-Levy) 

is the dominant feldspar in the groundmass. The grains are anhedral 

and well twinned. Biotite is the dominant mafic comprising some 10 

percent of the rock with hornblende averaging less than 3 percent. The 

biotite is pleochroic^ from light brown to dark brown, and occurs as 

patches or wisps to subhedral flakes.

Cargadero Granite

. The name Cargadero Granite is applied to the granitic rocks

that occur in the vicinity of Cargadero Canyon as a series of north

trending dikes that transect the structures of both the granitic gneisses 

and the Catalina.Granite.

In hand specimen the Cargadero Granite is medium grained and 

light colored when fresh but somewhat darker on weathered surfaces. 

The quartz is present as anhedral, transparent to smoky grains that 

average 1 to 2 mm in diameter. The feldspar occurs as.subhedral 

grains up to several millimeters in length. They are white.in color 

with approximately 10 percent showing fine striations on cleavage
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surfaces. The biotite is present as shiny black books up to 2 mm in 

longest dimension. Hornblende is present as black subhedral prismatic 

grains up to 2 mm in length. Euhedral yellow-brown grains of sphene 

up to 1 mm in length comprise 1 to 2 percent of the rock.

Microscopically the Cargadero Granite appears to be a quartz 

monzonite or granodiorite. The quartz is present as anhedral grains 

showing weak undulatory extinction and comprises some 15 percent of 

the rock. Plagioclase (Ango—the method of Michel-Levy) is in excess 

of orthoclase (4:3) placing the rock close to the quartz monzonite-grano

diorite boundary. The plagioclase is subhedral and shows abundant 

zoning and polysynthetic twinning. The orthoclase is anhedral to sub

hedral with some development of perthite. The biotite and hornblende 

occur together in about equal percentages. The biotite is present as 

subhedral flakes showing light- to dark-brown pleochroism.

The Cargadero Granite is thought to be younger than the Cata

lina Granite for the following reasons:

(1) Structural elements of the Catalina Granite are cut off 

abruptly by the Cargadero. Granite (Fig. 3).

(2) Inclusions of the Catalina Granite are found in the 

Cargadero Granite (Fig. 4). The orientation of the 

structural elements of the smaller fragments is dif

ferent from the orientation within the nearest Cata

lina Granite. Some of the very large masses of



FIGURE 3

Contact of Cargadero Granite with Catalina Granite, 

In foreground dark clots trend at approximately right 

angles to the trend of the contact. Contact trends 

north in this picture.

FIGURE 4

Inclusion of Catalina Granite within the Cargadero

Granite
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Catalina Granite within the Cargadero Granite have 

the same orientation as the wall rock, but these are 

all found near the border indicating that they are 

probably imdetached fragments of the wall rock.

' (3) The Cargadero Granite occupies a set of fissures 

• developed within the,Catalina Granite.

Granite Dikes

The Cargadero and Catalina Granites are cut by a series of 

dikes composed of fine-grained granite. The rock is dominantly quartz 

and feldspar with less than 10 percent mafics in hand specimen. Micro

scopically the rock is a granite. The quartz is present as anhedral 

grains with slight undulatory extinction. Orthoclase as anhedral to sub- 

hedral grains is the dominant feldspar. Biotite is present as subhedral 

flakes in amounts up to 5 percent.

Metamorphic Rocks 

. ^  Catalina Gneiss

The term gneiss is used herein to designate a feldspathic gran

ular metamorphic rock with a parallel structure. Modifying term s such 

as granitic, banded, or augen are used to indicate composition, develop

ment of light and dark bands, or a lenticular structure.
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The Catalina Gneiss is almost entirely restricted to localities - 

south of Cargadero Canyon. In this area Moore> et aL (1949) referred 

to these rocks as the "injection gneiss."

As stated previously the Catalina Granite is gradational mega- 

scopically with the Catalina Gneiss. For field identification the term 

Catalina Gneiss was used for those rocks that lacked subhedral to eu- 

hedral feldspar, that were equigranular, and that showed mineral par

allelism, augen structure, or banding.

The gneiss may be divided into three general types—the gra

nitic gneiss-gneissic granite, the banded gneiss, and the augen gneiss. 

While the granitic gneiss-gneissic granite shows mineral parallelism 

the banded gneiss has developed definite light- and dark-colored layers 

or bands and the augen gneiss has developed a pronounced augen struc

ture. . ■.

Granitic Gneiss-Gneissic Granite

The rock varies from a unit with a pronounced mineral paral

lelism to a unit in which parallelism is indistinct at best. Megascopical- 

ly the parallelism is primarily a result of the alignment of biotite with 

occasional areas showing muscovite alignment. In all cases, however, 

the biotite is present as individual "books" and not as layers between 

quartz-feldspar bands.

The mineralogy is almost always the same with the amount of
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mica being the major variable. Quartz and feldspar are the major con

stituents with biotite ranging from 1 to 20 percent. The amount of bio- 

tite varies depending on the freshness of the exposure. On ridge lines 

and in peak areas where weathering is at a maximum the biotite is al

most nonexistent, and in these areas the gneiss can generally be crum

bled by hand. Minor amounts of magnetite, garnet, and muscovite are 

also present.

The quartz and feldspar vary from anhedral grains a few mil

limeters in diameter to large tabular masses that give the rock a peg- 

matitic texture. Where this development takes place the quartz and 

feldspar contribute to the mineral parallelism.

Banded Gneiss

The banded gneiss is present as discontinuous bodies within 

the granitic gneiss-gneissic granite (Figs. 5 and 6) and the Catalina 

Granite (Fig. 20). These bodies may range from a fraction of a foot 

to several tens of feet in thickness and can be traced laterally many 

hundreds of feet. To the south of the area illustrated they are present 

as bands that attain a thickness of approximately 100 feet inter layered 

with granitic gneiss.

The banded gneisses vary in color from very light to very dark. 

The light-colored phase of the banded gneiss is dominated by thick layers 

of quartz and feldspar interlayered with thin bands of dark minerals. In



FIGURE 5

Banded gneiss body 'within granitic gneiss-gneissic 

granite. The width of the band is 18 inches.

FIGURE 6

Banded gneiss body within granitic gneiss-gneissic 

granite. In this case the granitic gneiss-gneissic 

granite is also present as thin layers within the 

banded gneiss. Picture width is 4 feet.
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many cases these quartzo-feldspathic layers are difficult to distinguish 

from the adjacent granitic gneiss-gneissic granite. Where outcrops 

permit, however, contacts with the granitic gneiss-gneissic granite 

can almost always be found.

In extreme cases the dark-colored phase of the banded gneiss 

is a hornblendite. All gradations between the light- and dark-colored 

phases can be observed.

Augen Gneiss

The augen gneiss was found in only one place. Quartz, ortho- 

clase, plagioclase, and biotite are the dominant minerals with minor 

amounts of hornblende. The feldspar occurs as porphyroclasts with 

ellipsoidal to spherical outlines. The quartz and biotite occur in layers 

or bands that appear to "flow" around the feldspar.

Migmatites

In the northern portion of the mapped area, migmatitic bodies 

several hundred feet long and several tens of feet wide are found within 

the. Catalina Granite. These rocks are strongly deformed and impregnated 

gneisses characterized by the presence of ptygmatically (Fig. 21) folded 

pegmatites. In many areas there has developed within these bodies thin 

lenses, tongues, or layers of granitic material resembling the enclosing 

Catalina Granite.
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< ; , Metasediments "

Metasedimentary rocks derived from original limestones and 

sandstones are found as isolated bodies in the Catalina Granite and Cata

lina Gneiss as part of the band making up the Cargadero Involution (PI.

I). • L

Transition

Talus and alluvial cover prevented continuous sampling of the 

Catalina Granite to Catalina Gneiss transition in all places but one. At 

an elevation of 7,400 feet along Samaniego Ridge a series of samples, 

gradational from granite to augen gneiss, were collected over a distance 

of a mile.

Augen Gneiss

The augen gneiss shows a pronounced foliation expressed by 

layers of biotite and sheared quartz that wrap around the feldspar and 

quartz augen.

The quartz is strained. It occurs either as stringers that con

tain long drawn out grains and some fine-grained almost mylonitic forms 

or in clusters of strongly sutured grains that form the augen. The feld

spar occurs as rounded to ellipsoidal augen. These are strained and 

have fractures filled with the fine-grained quartz mentioned above. The
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edges show strong suturing. The perthite occurs as S-shaped wisps 

suggesting a folding of the feldspars. The biotite occurs as long 

stringers generally within the quartz stringers that "flow” around the 

augen.

Catalina Granite

The foliation in this rock is revealed by the preferred orienta

tion of feldspar and biotite.

The quartz is strained and some of the smaller grains are 

sutured. The feldspar is anhedral to subhedral and shows little round

ing with no tendency toward the development of an ellipsoidal form. The 

biotite occurs as isolated masses.

Gradation

Going from the augen gneiss to the granite one first finds a de

crease in the tendency for the quartz to be drawn out into stringers. 

Gradually the stringers disappear. Suturing of the quartz becomes less 

prominent, although it is still present in the last granite sample.

Within the sequence the feldspars quickly lose their ellipsoidal 

shape. The grains change from rounded forms to forms with rounded 

corners to anhedral and subhedral forms. The feldspar shows a de

crease in the amount of straining and the degree of suturing of edges. 

The amount of fracturing diminishes with this decrease in roundness.
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The biotite stringers gradually disappear as more and more of 

the biotite occurs as isolated masses.

Rock Age

The only evidence of absolute age of the original material of 

the gneisses is a coral that ’’has an upper Paleozoic aspect” (Miller, 

personal communication) in a limestone that occurs as part of the

Cargadero Involution just west of Mount Lemmon. Other age determina- 

tions would have to be made on lithologic resemblance which is risky at 

best.



STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE GRANITIC ROCKS

Catalina Granite

The Catalina Granite exhibits only a planar arrangement in its 

megascopic internal structure. The elements that comprise this struc

ture are mafic groups, feldspars, dark clots, swarms of dark clots, 

gneissic bodies, migmatite bodies, schlieren, and sedimentary rem 

nants. One of the most remarkable features of the Catalina Granite is 

the strong parallelism of these structural elements. As shown on Plate 

I, the strikes vary from N. 45° W. in the western sector through east- 

west in the central region to N. 60° E. in the eastern portions.

Mafic Groups

Biotite and hornblende occur in small groups that exhibit a 

parallelism (Fig. 7) easily discernible to the naked eye. Individual 

groups bend and twist around the feldspars and quartz. Some of the 

groups even strike at right angles to the general trend but when followed 

along strike these prove to be a part of a bend or fold. The plot of Figure 

9 is typical of the parallelism of the clots throughout the area of this 

study.
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FIGURE 7

Foliation revealed by parallelism of mafic groups.

FIGURE 8

Foliation exhibited by parallelism of feldspars. 

Feldspar crystals are approximately an inch in 

length.
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Feldspars

The alignment of feldspars within the granite is strong (Fig.

8) and for this reason always discernible in the field. Figure 10 is a 

plot of the feldspar illustrating this relationship. Feldspars appear to 

have also grown in dark clots (Fig. 17), in gneissic bodies, and in the 

migmatite bodies contained within the granite. In all cases a preferred 

orientation parallel to the structure of the host exists and this orienta

tion is always parallel to the overall structure.

Dark Clots

Ellipsoidal dark clots (Figs. 13 and 14) parallel to the general 

trend (Fig. 11) exist in all parts, of the area under study. Microscopical

ly these clots are composed of the same minerals as the surrounding 

granite but are finer grained and contain much more biotite than the 

granite. In some instances these are obviously remnants of the mig- 

matites or of the gneissic bodies. In others they appear to be concen

trations of the mafic minerals within the Catalina Granite. They are 

fine grained and vary in length from less than an inch to approximately 

18 or 20 inches. The shapes vary from discs to lenses to irregular 

pieces all with an overall planar form. The disc shapes are most com

mon and are oriented so that the planar structure parallels the regional 

foliation. Where the clots have an internal foliation, developed either



FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10

Rose diagram of the longest 

dimension of mafic groups in 

the Catalina Granite in upper 

Nicholas Wash.

FIGURE 11

Rose diagram of the longest 

dimension of dark clots in the 

, Catalina Granite in upper 

Nicholas Wash.

Rose diagram of the longest 

dimension of feldspars in the 

Catalina Granite in upper 

Nicholas Wash.

FIGURE 12

Rose diagram of the longest 

dimension of mafic groups, 

feldspars, and dark clots com

bined in the Catalina Granite in

upper Nicholas Wash.
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FIGURE 13

Plan view of two parallel dark clots illustrating ap

pearance of foliation.

FIGURE 14

Vertical section showing dip of dark clots, schlieren, 

and mafic groups. Clots are 6 inches long.
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by the growth arrangement of large feldspar crystals or by gneissic 

banding, it was parallel to the planar form. In several cases the mafic 

groups are arranged in clusters suggesting that they are remnants of 

the dark clots.

Figure 12 illustrates the parallelism between mafic groups, 

feldspars, and dark clots for a single location where they all occur.

Swarms of Dark Clots

In many areas the dark clots exist as swarms with indistinct 

boundaries (Figs. 15 and 16). Within an individual swarm the clots may 

vary in shape, size, and orientation but the swarm as a whole conforms 

to the regional foliation.

In several instances it was quite obvious that a swarm had 

originated by darkening and breakup of the gneissic inclusions (Fig. 31). 

Because of gradual dispersion, it was not always possible to decide 

where swarms ended and individual clots began.

Gneissic Bodies

The gneissic bodies within the. Catalina Granite varied in size 

from that of the dark clots to bodies several hundred feet long. The 

bodies varied in color from very light to very dark, much as the banded 

gneiss phase of the Catalina Gneiss. In most cases the foliation and 

long dimensions of these bodies paralleled the strike of the other



FIGURE 15

Plan view of swarm of dark clots. Foliation is 

revealed by the parallelism of these elements. 

Pencil gives scale.

FIGURE 16

Vertical section of a swarm of dark clots. Paral

lelism of elements reveals the dip of the foliation. 

Large clot in center is 12 inches long.
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structural elements. In a few places the long dimension of the gneissic 

body intersected the foliation direction but the internal elements of the 

gneiss still maintained the general parallelism (Fig. 20).

In places the bodies resembled the granite so closely that 

boundaries were hard to determine and in at least one instance the body 

was completely transitional with the granite. In others, definite mega

scopic boundaries with the enclosing granite were present (Fig. 18).

Migmatite

Although the structure of the layers within the migmatite bodies 

was strongly contorted the orientation of the migmatite bodies was fa ir

ly simple and conformed to the pattern already established by the mafic 

clots and the feldspars.

Sedimentary Remnants

Sandstone, siltstone, and limestone remnants also parallel the 

foliation developed above. In most cases, excepting some of the lime

stones, contortion of the sediments was minimal.

Schlieren

The schlieren are tabular bodies composed essentially of those 

minerals that make up the surrounding rocks but in different proportions. 

Their boundaries with the surrounding rock are gradational. Some of



FIGURE 17

Vertical section of dark d o t  swarm. Feldspar 

crystals are growing within the inclusions and 

have a preferred orientation parallel to that of 

the feldspar crystals in the adjacent Catalina 

Granite. Picture width 3 feet.

FIGURE 18

Plan view of gneissic body within the Catalina 

Granite. Definite contacts with the granite exist 

in this c a se .. Picture width 5 feet.





FIGURE 19

Dark clots within the Catalina Granite. Lower 

clot is parallel to the general foliation while the 

upper forms an angle with the foliation. The in

ternal structure of the upper clot, however, is 

parallel to the general foliation.

FIGURE 20

Gneissic body within the Catalina Granite. The 

length of the gneiss body forms an angle with the 

foliation of the adjacent granite, yet the internal 

structure of the gneiss is parallel to the foliation 

of the adjacent granite.
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the schlieren are obviously remnants of dark clots (Fig. 22). Others 

are streaked-out mafic concentrations (Fig. 23), remnants of gneissic 

bodies (Figs. 24 to 27), or remnants of the migmatites. The schlieren 

and any feldspars within them are parallel to the general planar struc

ture of the area in which they occur.

Relation of Elements

A genetic relation seems to exist among the structural ele

ments. There are two sequences, both beginning with gneissic bodies 

that become darker as if mafics were being added. This basification 

has been noted by Goodspeed (1948), Read (1948), and Reynolds (1946). 

The darkening may involve only the removal of light-colored minerals 

rather than the addition of mafics. The removed material might then 

form the quartzo-feldspathic layers of the gneiss. (Fig. 28).

It is at this point that the alternate sequences appear. In one 

sequence the gneissic bodies appear to become lighter by the growth of 

feldspar throughout. As the body becomes lighter in color it loses its 

strong foliation, takes on a wispy appearance, and becomes more like 

the enclosing granite (Figs. 29 and 30). In several instances it was 

difficult to determine if the resulting rock was gneiss or granite.

The second sequence is a continued concentration of mafics by 

one of the mechanisms described above. The darkened body then de

velops a highly complex system of quartzo-feldspathic layers that both



FIGURE 21

Migmatite body within the Catalina Granite show

ing well-developed ptygmatic folding. Picture 

width 4 feet.

FIGURE 22

Schlieren formed from a dark clot partially con

verted to mafic groups. Schlieren have a thick

ness of 4 inches.





FIGURE 23

Schlieren formed by a streaking-out of mafic min

erals.

FIGURE 24

Schlieren formed by partial conversion of gneissic 

body into dark clots. Figures 25 and 26 are closeup 

views of this outcrop.
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FIGURE 25

Closeup of Figure 24 showing individual clots. 

Pencil gives scale.

FIGURE 26

Closeup of Figure 24 showing partial conversion 

of dark clots into mafic groups.





FIGURE 27

Gneissic body undergoing conversion to schlieren 

as in Figure 25. Gneissic body about 8 inches 

thick.

FIGURE 28

Gneissic body that has undergone darkening. 

Width of picture approximately 10 feet.
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FIGURE 29

Catalina Granite above and gneissic body below 

almost completely converted to granite. Pic

ture height approximately 5 feet.

FIGURE 30

Wisplike remnants of gneissic body in granite. 

Structure similar to that of some schlieren.
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paralle l and cut across the internal foliation (Fig. 31). These layers 

grow until the body becomes a swarm of dark clots (Fig. 32). The in

dividual clots then become coarser and lighter in color and gradually 

disappear leaving only the mafic groups.

Radial and Concentric Joints

A combination radial-concentric joint system  exists within the 

Catalina Granite between Nicholas and Sutherland Washes and dominates 

the fractu re pattern as seen on ae ria l photos (Figs. 33 and 34) by exert

ing m ajor drainage control. This pattern extends well beyond the area  

of this report and has not been investigated in the detail it demands.

Both the rad ia l and concentric sets of joints are  som etim es 

occupied by granite dikes which may be as much as 20 feet wide.

Cargadero Granite

The structu res of the Cargadero Granite a re  far m ore subtle 

than those in the Catalina Granite. Those mentioned below rep resen t 

only the m ost obvious features and a more detailed study is planned for 

a future paper.

Schlieren

Wispy concentrations or schlieren of mafic m inerals are  found 

parallel to the borders of the dikes (Figs. 35 and 36). These features



Growth of quartzo-feldspathic layers to produce 

incipient dark clots. Dark clots are 10 inches 

in length.

FIGURE 31

\

FIGURE 32

Remnant of gneissic body in which some of the 

mafic minerals remain concentrated as dark

clots
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FIGURE 33. Regional structure pattern.
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FIGURE 34. Aerial photo illustrating regional structural pattern.



FIGURE 35

Schlieren in Cargadero Granite, 

about 6 feet.

\

FIGURE 36

Picture width

Schlieren in Cargadero Granite





have no definite boundaries but grade into the surrounding rock.

Joints

Three sets of joints are characteristic of the Cargadero dikes. 

One set parallels the strike of the dike, another is at right angles to the 

strike, and the third is diagonal to the strike.
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REGIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

Mount Kimball-Window Rock Lobe

The structural elements of the rocks south of Cargadero Can

yon are arranged (PL I) around the. Mount Kimball-Window Rock area 

where the foliation is horizontal. To the south the foliation forms a 

gentle arcuate pattern concave toward Mount Kimball-Window Rock, 

with gentle dips to the southeast, south, and southwest. To the north 

the dips are at first gentle to the northeast, north, and northwest, but 

in the vicinity of Romero-Montrose Canyons these dips become very 

steep to vertical. The general picture then is of a dome with gentle 

flanks to the south but asymmetric to the north.

This general structure is well shown by the large asymmetric 

fold (Fig. 2) exposed just south of Montrose Canyon. Here the Pirate 

fault has cut across the Mount Kimball-Window Rock lobe to expose the 

anticline.

Catalina Lobe

A second domal structure is developed north of Romero Can

yon. The structural elements of the Catalina Gneiss trend east-west
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through most of the area and only in the area of upper Romero Canyon 

do they start to swing to the northeast. Within the Catalina Granite the 

trend of the structural elements near the Pirate fault is to the northwest 

with a gradual swing to an east-west direction as one proceeds eastward. 

In the extreme northeastern portion the foliation takes on a pronounced 

northeast trend that becomes better developed outside the area of this 

report.

The dips of the foliation are either vertical or inclined steeply 

to the north. Thus, the southern portions of the Catalina lobe appear to 

be slightly overturned toward the south, that is toward the Mount Kim

ball-Window Rock lobe.

Car gadero Involution

The banded gneiss can be traced from Window Rock where it 

occurs as horizontal bands interlayered with granitic gneiss northward 

into upper Romero and Montrose Canyons. In these areas the strikes 

are approximately east-west and the dips increase from 20° N. in upper 

Montrose Canyon to vertical as one proceeds northward. This portion 

of the zone can be traced westward where it develops an arcuate pattern 

centered around and concave toward Mount Kimball and Window Rock.

The zone occurs again where Montrose Canyon crosses the 

Pirate fault. The east strike swings north and the zone crosses Mont

rose and Romero Canyons. It then turns to the east and parallels
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Cargadero Canyon for a short distance before it curves to the northeast 

and passes out of the area west of Mount Lemmon. The dip is dominant

ly vertical, but has variations of as much as 10° generally to the north 

and only rarely to the south.

In the areas of horizontal dip the discontinuous bodies that make 

up the banded gneiss are longer and more continuous than in the areas of 

steep dip. One gets the distinct impression that these were at one time 

continuous but have undergone strong attenuation which has separated 

them into the discontinuous bodies. This stretching is most obvious in 

areas of steep dip.

District Fracture Pattern 

North-Trending Fractures

Both the. Catalina Granite and the Catalina Gneiss are cut by a 

series of north-trending fractures that have been occupied in part by the 

Car gadero Granite and in part by the granite dike material. The 

Car gadero dikes are up to 1,400 feet in width and extend to the north 

beyond the area of study. The granite dikes have widths up to 20 feet 

when occupying this joint direction. Along strike these bodies common

ly appear to end abruptly. Some searching, however, generally reveals 

that they have turned to follow an east-trending joint and in consequence 

are now much narrower (Figs. 37 and 38). These can be traced either



FIGURE 37

View west parallel to granite dike, 2 feet wide.

FIGURE 38

View south parallel to 10-foot granite dike. At 

this point the south-trending dike changes to the 

east-west direction and the width decreases to

less than 2 feet
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to the east or west where the north-south direction is again followed 

and the much greater width re-established.

Pirate Fault

The western border of the Santa Catalina Mountains (Figs. 33 

and 34; PL I) is marked by a well-defined fault zone which to the north 

Wallace (1954) has called the Pirate fault.

Approaching the fault from the east one first finds many joints 

parallel to the Pirate direction. With closer approach to the fault these 

not only become more closely spaced but some act as localizing channels 

for pegmatitic pods and lenses (Fig. 39). This condition in turn gives 

way to badly shattered rock that is stained with hematite to varying de

grees. Alluvium lies immediately to the west of this shattered material, 

so that the actual fault surface is not exposed.

The concentric joint pattern (Figs. 33 and 34) discussed on page 

37 might be interpreted as due to drag caused by left-lateral movement 

along the Pirate fault. The following observations are given to indicate 

that the Pirate fault is normal with the downdropped block to the west. 

Reconnaissance studies hdicate that the metamorphic and igneous rocks 

reported by Wallace and Erickson for the Santa Catalina Mountains are 

also present in the Tortolita Mountains approximately along the strike 

of those reported by Wallace and Erickson. Similar trips also indicate 

that essentially the same rock types of the area under study are present



FIGURE 39

Pegmatitic lenses and pods filling fractures parallel 

to the Pirate fault. Picture near Montrose Canyon.

FIGURE 40

Breccia hill at intersection of Pirate fault and 

Romero Pass fracture zone.
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in the Tortolita Mountains again along strike. These indications plus 

evidence that the radial pattern is associated with a dome or arch (PI.

I) are not compatible with the idea of dominant strike slip movement 

along the. Pirate fault.

Romero Pass Fracture Zone

A zone of fracturing and pegmatization, with a maximum width 

of approximately 1, 500 feet, extends from Romero Pass westward along 

a general N. 60° W. strike. Tributaries to Romero Canyon, when cross

ing this zone, swing to the northwest for a short distance and then back 

to their original direction. In some areas the zone shows some shatter

ing with attendant hematite staining. : . . L-

The rocks on both sides of the zone appear to be the same and 

no offset in structure has been noted. In several instances along the zone 

a second foliation direction was noted. The main foliation of east-west 

to N. 80° W. was present along with a second N. 45° W. to N. 25° W. 

direction. The meaning of this second foliation is not as yet understood.

The eastward continuation of the Romero Pass zone coincides 

with the series of valleys and streams that separate the main Catalina 

mass from the forerange. Several reconnaissance trips along this zone 

have not yielded information that would indicate that the zone separates 

different rock types or defines a major change in structure.

To the west the Romero Pass zone intersects the Pirate fault
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between Romero and Montrose Canyons. At this point a massive brec

cia exists that forms cliffs (Figs. 40 and 41) some 50 to 60 feet high. 

The mass of breccia is some 2,000 feet in length grading to the north 

and south into unbrecciated gneiss. Less than 300 feet to the east the 

breccia gives way to strong joints paralleling both the Pirate fault and 

the Romero Pass fracture zone, and finally into joints parallel to the 

Romero Pass direction only.

Canada del Oro Fracture Zone

An area of brecciation resembling that mentioned above exists 

at the point where the Pirate fault crosses Cargadero Canyon (PI. I). 

The only evidence for a fault intersection is an alignment of alluvial 

hills shown on the aerial photograph (Fig. 34) and the strongly brec- 

ciated mass observed in the field.



FIGURE 41

Breccia hill at intersection of Pirate fault and

Romero Pass fracture zone





STRUCTURAL HISTORY

Vertical forces appear to be responsible for the structures 

within the Santa Catalina Mountains and the emplacement of the rocks 

may be in part similar to that proposed for mantled gneiss domes 

(Eskola, 1949, as cited by Billings, 1956, and Read, 1957) and for mig- 

matite domes (Haller, 1956). The actual movement during emplace

ment would seem to accord with the rheid concept advanced by Carey 

(1953).

The mantled gneiss dome concept supposes two periods of 

orogeny. During the first there is  a synorogenic intrusion of quartz 

diorite or granodiorite into sedimentary and/or volcanic rocks. Fol

lowing erosion, new sediments are deposited on the structures of the 

first orogeny. The second orogeny transforms the intrusive into a 

more granitic rock which rises  into the younger rocks to form a domical 

structure. Metamorphism would transform the younger sedimentary 

rocks in part into gneisses and other metamorphic rocks. Contacts in 

these cases would be gradational and the structures of the intrusive and 

overlying metamorphics would be parallel.

Haller believes that sediments under the influence of "syn

orogenic granitization processes" became folded and transformed. The
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granitization proceeds "in situ" by a process of material ingress from 

depth which caused a "considerable volume increase." These centers 

"welled up" as "b listers" and express the vertical component of move

ment.

Rheid movement begins with a decrease in the rheidity of rocks 

at depth and a subsequent rise  similar to that in salt or mud diapirs. 

Although the rocks would rise  as a unit the whole fold in crystalline 

gneisses would not move simultaneously. A lobe within the fold will 

advance more quickly than an adjacent lobe because inhomogeneties 

within the gneiss cause unequal heat distribution. This lobe advances 

into cooler regions and slows. An adjacent lobe or another some dis

tance away then advances and either catches or passes the first lobe.

In this way the whole front is advanced although a straight line would be 

highly contorted by this time.

Where two lobes are advancing at unequal rates a zone of shear 

(Fig. 42) will be developed between them. If the shear exists in the 

synclinal portion between the lobes a "teardrop syncline” is formed 

(Carey, 1953). This is essentially what seems to have taken place in 

the Romero Canyon area (Fig. 43).

Banerjee (1957) suggests that the basement rocks of the region 

consist of a complex made up of Oracle Granite and Pinal Schist. The 

predecessor of the.Oracle Granite, a granodiorite, was "emplaced by 

metasomatism of the Pinal Schist, by lit-par-lit injection, by partial
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FIGURE 42 Development of tear drop synclines along a shear zone
(After Corey, 1953)
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melting in place, or by some combination of these. " . The potash meta

somatism and formation of the large phenocrysts took place at a later 

time to convert the granodiorite to a quartz monzonite.

The Catalina Granite is similar in lithology to the Oracle Gran

ite. The dark clots, schlieren, and gneissic bodies resemble the struc

tures described by Banerjee from the Oracle Granite which he ascribes 

to incomplete making over of the Pinal Schist. The Catalina Granite 

might then be genetically related to the Oracle.Granite.

The relations along the gradational contact of the Catalina Gran

ite with Catalina Gneiss vary with elevation. High in the area (7, 700 

feet) the Catalina Gneiss is represented by an augen gneiss while at 

lower elevations (3,000 feet) it is represented by the granite gneiss- 

gneissic granite. This suggests that the.Catalina Gneiss is a phase of 

the Catalina Granite in which recrystallization and rearrangement of 

constituents were retarded, and cataclastic deformation was dominant 

over plastic flow.

If the events were similar to those proposed by Eskola for 

mantled gneiss domes the sequence would begin with the development 

of a basement complex^ during the Mazatzal Revolution (Wilson, 1939), 

consisting of Oracle Granite and Pinal Schist. This was mobilized in 

later times to produce the structures now observed in the Catalina 

Granite-Catalina Gneiss and overlying rocks.

According to Haller, heat and material, perhaps alkali-rich
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fluids, penetrated deeply buried sedimentary rocks along fractures, 

causing vertical movement that formed the domal structures.

. Following the Mazatzal Revolution and the development of the 

Oracle-Pinal ’'basement" a probable minimum of 17, 000 feet of younger 

Precambrian (Lance, 1959) and Paleozoic and Mesozoic (McKee, 1951) 

sediments were deposited in a marginal shelf area.

Banerjee (1957), Hedge (1960), and Pilkington (1962) have shown 

that temperatures on the order of 600°C may have existed for the rocks 

within the Santa Catalina Mountains. At depth in this area a gradual de

crease in rheidity took place and the basement rocks began to rise . In 

the present area of study two lobes became prominent. The Catalina 

lobe probably received more heat and was the more active. The Cata

lina Granite occurs in the center of this area. This is the place that 

would seem to have received more heat, making its rocks more plastic 

and therefore allowing stronger recrystallization. Deep within the lobe 

partial melting (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958) may have taken place reducing 

further the resistance to flow and producing some fluids to aid the re 

crystallization processes that produced the. Catalina Granite. These 

fluids may constitute the source for the m aterial making up the Cargadero 

Granite, the granite dikes, and pegmatitic pods and lenses.

Those portions higher in the section were less mobile and failed 

by shearing. This failure produced the cataclastic structures that grade 

from the gneissic granite-granitic gneiss to the augen gneiss.
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In the case of the Mount Kimball-Window Rock lobe the rocks 

were not as active and the lobe did not rise as far as the Catalina lobe. 

For that reason the rocks within the Mount Kimball-Window Rock lobe 

show cataclastic structures only, while those of the Catalina lobe on 

the same stratigraphic.level show structures indicative of a more plas

tic movement. .. .

Penetration and/or uplift of the cover by the underlying rocks 

to develop the teardrop syncline caused strong attenuation of this cover. 

As attenuation proceeded the rocks were stretched and eventually pulled 

apart to form discontinuous bodies (PL I) that were partially engulfed 

by the invading material. The presence of these bodies with apparent 

disregard for stratigraphic position but occurring within a definite belt 

constitutes the principal evidence for this interpretation.

The age of the original rocks from which the Cargadero Involu

tion formed is still in doubt. Moore, et al. (1952) called them Pinal 

Schist. The only definite age evidence is the previously mentioned 

coral occurrence in a limestone west of Mount Lemmon. It seems then 

that the Cargadero Involution can be regarded as part of a younger sedi

mentary mantle, intensely metamorphosed and infolded between two 

gneiss domes. '

Potassium-argon work by the.Geochemical Laboratories of the 

University of Arizona gives dates of 25 m.y. + 1.7 m .y. and 24 m .y. + 

1,7 m. y. for the Catalina and Cargadero Granites respectively. Dates
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for the forerange are averaged around 26.8 m.y. + 1 .7  m.y. for the 

Catalina Gneiss (Damon, personal communication). Damon (personal 

communication) suggests that these dates represent the time of cooling, 

when argon was no longer able to escape. The cooling may represent 

either the time of doming or a later time of block faulting. The dates, 

however, give no indication as to when the doming was initiated.

One of the striking features is the separation of the Catalina 

forerange from the main mass by the valley of the West Fork of Sabino 

Canyon. The structure that exists here has been termed the Romero 

Pass fracture zone (p. 49). The trend of this zone is generally west- 

northwest which is parallel to the Mogul and Geesman faults. This 

direction represents also the trend of the Texas Lineament (Hill, 1902, 

1928; Ransome, 1913; Mayo, 1958) and these zones probably represent 

segments of this major structure.

Banerjee (1957) has suggested that the Mogul fault has been 

active since PreCambrian time. The topographic expression of the 

Romero Pass structure suggests that it is of major importance in the 

Santa Catalina Mountains and might also have been developed originally 

in Precambrian times. If this is the case, however, why did not the 

lobes of the Catalina dome complex rise  along the Romero Pass zone? 

It would seem that a wide broken belt would provide a most favorable 

area for the rise  of heat and the attendant mobilization.

The development of domes on both sides of the zone, as shown
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in this report and also by Pilkihgton (1962) and Peterson (1963), sug

gests that the areas permeable to heat are on either side of the Romero 

Pass zone. The Romero Pass zone then would represent a shear de

veloped during doming but reflecting the Texas Lineament direction.

Billingsley and Locke (1933, 1941) and Mayo (1958) have sug

gested that heat and fluids might possibly rise  along or near the inter

sections of major structures. Mayo (1958) has already shown that the 

Santa Catalinas have developed at what he term s "a first class inter

section. ” It is possible that the localization of the lobes making up the 

main domal complex will be found to be associated with lesser "cross

roads" within this major intersection.

The doming in this part of the,Catalinas is believed to be re 

lated to the structure of the Tortolita Mountains but this interpretation 

will have to be established by future work. The abrupt termination of 

the structural trends by the Pirate fault suggests that the valley separat

ing the Tortolitas from the Santa Catalinas is a graben. If the Catalina 

lobe is elongated in a west-northwest direction, as the structural pattern 

seems to indicate, then it seems to follow that this valley is a graben 

that formed due to passive tension as the dome elongated.

The north-trending fractures discussed on page 45 are essen

tially parallel to the Pirate fault direction and may have opened when 

the position of the fault was first determined. The Cargadero Granite 

filled the fractures as they were opened by east-west tension. The
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granite dikes (p. 13) indicate that a diminished opening of the fractures 

continued past Cargadero time since they occupy north-south directions 

that cross the Catalina Granite, Cargadero Granite, and the Catalina 

Gneiss. These dikes also indicate.that north-south tensional forces 

were much weaker since the dikes are much narrower when following 

the east-west direction. Accordingly, during the fracture stage, the . 

area was more actively elongating nearly east-west.

The Pirate fault cuts all of the structures and rocks observed 

in the area indicating that the graben developed late, in the fracture 

stage.



- SUMMARY

If the interpretation put forward here is correct then the des

ignation of the Tortolita-Santa Catalina-Rincon Mountains as a domal 

complex seems justified. The emplacement, however, was not simple. 

The doming was the result of the release of heat along fracture inter

sections. The actual vertical movement took place as a series of bbes 

that advanced at different rates and to different positions in the crust. 

Two of these lobes are developed in the area of the present study. The 

younger sedimentary cover was metamorphosed and that portion caught 

between the two rising areas became a teardrop syncline. The rocks 

deep within the lobes were hot and deformed plastically. The rocks in 

the outer portions were cooler and deformed by fracturing, hence a 

vertical gradation exists from Catalina Granite to gneissic granite- 

granite gneiss to augen gneiss. The time of doming was probably not 

earlier than late Paleozoic and not later than lower Miocene. When the 

rocks cooled enough to fracture, joints and faults formed, dependent 

upon the tensional directions developed as a result of the vertical uplift.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The greatest present need in the.Santa Catalina Mountains is 

for further structural fieldwork, particularly in the plutonic and meta- 

morphic rocks. Only in this way will it be possible to determine the 

kinematics of emplacement of the various granitic trodies.

The structural relations as presently known within the Catalina 

Granite suggest that the metamorphic processes operative within this 

area have tended to structurally and chemically homogenize the original 

rocks from which the Catalina Granite developed. Detailed petrographic 

and chemical work will be necessary to determine the exact mechanism 

by which this took place.

Through the study of examples selected at successively higher 

structural levels it may be possible to relate the features of the deep 

underground to volcanic phenomena at the surface. The Cargadero and 

granite dikes may be evidence at depth of magma that possibly erupted 

at the surface. The first sediments derived by erosion from the Cata- 

linas contain constituents that may have been furnished from such dikes.
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